Vesta’s City Scapes Collection features precision extruded aluminum rails each with a distinctively contemporary fascia. A meticulously extruded picture-rail hanging system completes this unique hardware offering. These magnificent rails embody upscale metropolitan design and living.

**AVAILABILITY:**
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns

**PRIMARY MATERIALS:**
■ aluminum

**DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:**
▲ 1½”H: bracket required every 4-5 feet
▼ 2½”H: bracket required every 5-7 feet

**SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:**
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges. The created seam will be visible. We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to ship your order.

**AVAILABLE FINISHES:**
BN = brushed nickel
PC = polished chrome
SA = satin aluminum
### CITY SCAPES COLLECTION

**Availability:** special order 3-4 weeks, no returns  
**Available Finishes:** BN, PC, SA  
**Material:** aluminum

---

#### DRAPERY HARDWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chicago Items</th>
<th>San Francisco Items</th>
<th>Vancouver Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Chicago Rail**  
Aluminum Track  
▲ #708710 - 2¾"W, 2¼"H | **San Francisco Rail**  
Aluminum Track  
▲ #708720 - 1¾"W, 2¾"H | **Vancouver Rail**  
Aluminum Track  
▲ #708730 - 1¾"W, 2¾"H |
| **Chicago End Cap**  
▲ #701015  
2¼"W, 2¼"H | **San Francisco End Cap**  
▲ #701020  
1¾"W, 2¼"H | **Vancouver End Cap**  
▲ #701025  
1¾"W, 2¼"H |
| **Metro bracket (short)**  
▲ #902873  
1¼"W, 1¼"P | **Metro bracket (short)**  
▲ #902873  
1¼"W, 1¼"P | **Vancouver bracket (short)**  
▲ #702772  
2"W, 1¼"P |
| **Metro bracket (long)**  
▲ #702873  
1¼"W, 3¼"P | **Metro bracket (long)**  
▲ #702873  
1¼"W, 3¼"P | **Vancouver bracket (long)**  
▲ #702773  
2"W, 3¼"P |
| **City click bracket**  
▲ #702888  
1¼"W, 3¼"P | | **City click bracket**  
▲ #702888  
1¼"W, 3¼"P |

---

#### COMPONENTS COMPATIBLE WITH ALL ABOVE TRACKS

- **Ceiling Flush Mount**  
▲ #902594 - ¾"W, 2"L  
- **Roller Glide large**  
▲ #906520 - ¾"P  
- **Swivel Glide**  
▲ #906525 - ½"P  
- **Track Stop**  
▲ #908992  
- **Track Connector**  
▲ #908993  
- **Ball Bearing Roller Carrier**  
▲ #906706 - 60% fullness  
▲ #906708 - 80% fullness  
▲ #906710 - 100% fullness  
▲ #906712 - 120% fullness  
*available in black, brown or white  
*For 1" Snap Tape with 4½" On-Center Spacing  
- **Underlap Carrier [L]**  
▲ #909905 - with snap  
▲ #909903 - without snap  
- **Overlap Carrier [R]**  
▲ #909904 - with snap  
▲ #909902 - without snap  
- **Wheeled Butt Master**  
▲ #909906 - w/snap [L]  
▲ #909907 - w/snap [R]  
*available in black, brown or white

---

#### PICTURE RAIL HARDWARE

- **Savannah picture rail**  
▲ #308018 - 1¼"W, 1¼"H  
*sold by the foot but may be cut to specified lengths, no charge  
- **Savannah end cap**  
▲ #301015 - 1¼"W, 1¼"H  
*sold by the foot but may be cut to specified lengths, no charge  
- **Mounting Clip f/picture rail**  
▲ #302006 (flush mount)  
- **Wall Bracket f/picture rail**  
▲ #302007 - ¾"H, ¾"P  
- **Ceiling Mount f/picture rail**  
▲ #302596 - 1¼"H, ¾"L  
*maximum load 8 lbs.

---

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it's compatible with.
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